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Green bonds: On track to gro w in 2021
This is the first of a t w o-part series examining the green bond market. This blog looks at factors
behind the recovery of green bonds follo wing the COVID-19 pandemic in 2 0 2 0 and the outlook
for expanded gro w th in 2021 as sovereign issuance climbs.
Boston - The green finance market, similar to almost every other aspect of 2 0 2 0, was shaped by
the COVID-19 pandemic. In the first half of the year, alternative forms of sustainable finance
flourished as both governments and corporations sought to combat the effects of the pandemic
with social and sustainability offerings. Notably, $75 billion of debt with a "pandemic" label was
issued in the first half of 2 0 2 0.1
Although the impact of COVID can be seen in the gro w th of social debt versus other sustainable
debt categories in 20 2 0 (Figure 1), green bond issuance ( debt issued by governments, banks,
local governments and corporations to finance climate change and other environmental
solutions) also experienced a steady recovery as 20 2 0 progressed.2
Figure 1: Sustainable debt issuance climbs in 2 0 2 0
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"Looking ahead
in 2021, many
analysts project
the strong
recovery in
green bond
issuance to
continue —
estimates range
from $ 3 0 0
billion to nearly
$ 5 0 0 billion."

2021 projected growth
According to data from ING, the third quarter (Q3) of 20 2 0 marked the highest recorded level of
green bond issuance for any previous Q3, and continued gro w th led to cumulative global
issuance of $1 trillion by mid-December. Use-of-proceeds remains the most common form of
green bonds issued, comprising 87% of all issuance since first offered by the World Bank in
2 0 0 8. In 20 2 0, use-of-proceeds bonds, which finance projects related to energy, transport,
building and water, among others, accounted for 84% of total green bond issuance.
Despite early concerns about a potential shortfall in 2 0 2 0 issuance, $223 billion of green bonds
was brought to market by mid-December, with the yearly total set to fall just shy of the market's
2019 high- water mark of $255 billion. Looking ahead in 2021, many analysts project the strong
recovery in green bond issuance to continue — es timates range from $ 3 0 0 billion to nearly
$ 5 0 0 billion.3

So, what are the catalysts behind this gro w th and recovery? Early in 20 2 0, the gro w th story
revolved around corporate issuers, both financial and nonfinancial, which had replaced early
green finance leaders, such as development banks. As corporate issuance of green bonds
slo wed, in part due to COVID, other issuers such as government-backed entities grew their
market share.
Figure 2: Issuers of green bond debt, 2013-2 0 2 0

Later in 20 2 0, sovereign issuers that had previously concentrated their efforts on pandemic
recovery began to shift their attention back to ward environmental impact. Germany and
Sweden alone issued a combined $9.4 billion USD of green bonds over the span of a single week
in September. By the end of 2 0 2 0, the list of sovereign green issuers grew to 17.
Sovereigns set to grow market in 2021
State-level and other international sup p ort for the green market is expected to gro w further in
the coming months, with the UK, Canada, Spain — and potentially up to 11 other sovereigns —
set to issue inaugural green bonds in 2021. Most significantly, the European Union (EU)
announced in September that it will sell 225 billion euros ($267 billion) of green bonds as part of
its pandemic recovery fund, making up about 3 0% of the EU's € 75 0 billion rescue package.4
Bottom line: In sum, the green bond market has gro wn to levels not many w ould have imagined
at the beginning of this decade. In our view, this trend will likely continue as global demand
gro ws for debt that sup p orts environmental and other sustainability-focused projects.
1. Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI) Green Bond Market Summary H1 2 0 2 0, August 2 0 2 0. To be classified as "green" by the CBI,
100% of a bond's net proceeds must be dedicated to financing or refinancing "green" assets including renewable energy,
lo w -carbon transport, lo w -carbon buildings, sustainable water and waste management, sustainable land use and climate change
adaptation measures such as flood defenses.
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16, 2 0 2 0.

The value of investments may increase or decrease in response to economic, and financial
events ( whether real, expected or perceived ) in the US and global markets. Investments in

decline because of real or perceived concerns about the issuer's ability to make principal and
interest payments. As interest rates rise, the value of certain income investments is likely to
decline.
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